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Erik Durschmied, left, is thought to have conducted the first English

interview with budding revolutionary Fidel Castro, right, in the Sierra

Maestra mountains of Cuba in 1958.
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FINDING FIDEL: In early 1958, a young

cameraman named Erik Durschmied was

intrigued by stories about the little-known (and

little-seen) leader of a popular uprising in

Cuba. An Austrian-born war correspondent

who’d spend the next several decades

reporting for the BBC, CBS and CBC — he shot

some of the most iconic documentaries to be

featured on Patrick Watson’s pioneering ’60s

series This Hour Has Seven Days —

Durschmied travelled on a whim to Havana, made his way into the Sierra Maestra mountains and spent several

weeks in Fidel Castro’s camp.

Durschmied’s interview with the revolutionary is thought to be the only one he did in English before his fighters

arrived in Havana a month later. Seeming amiable and confident as he answers questions about his influences,

experiences and ambitions, Castro already displays the media savvy that would help make him a key player on the

world stage.

Fifty years later, the Toronto filmmaking team of Bay and James Weyman accompanied Durschmied on a return

visit to Castro’s Cuba. The result is Finding Fidel, an illuminating study of the nation he forged and the promises he

did and didn’t keep to his countrymen. It’s also an opportunity for Durschmied to reflect on the encounter that

launched his career and fostered his eagerness to head into some of the globe’s most dangerous places.

An engaging history lesson that makes its Toronto premiere after appearances at festivals in Amsterdam, Montreal

and Miami, Finding Fidel plays Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Royal (608 College St.). Finding Fidel has its world

broadcast premiere Monday at 10 p.m. on TVO.

http://www.theroyal.to/













